Enrichment Packet 4
4th-5th Grade
1. Online Learning Resource Sheet
2. Reading
3. Math
4. Science
5. Social Studies
6. Gifted Differentiation
7. Related Arts
8. Answer Keys

Online Resources for Home Learning
Need Free Internet during the school closure?
Cox Communication
Spectrum
1 month free
60 days free
(https://www.cox.com/r (1-844-4888398)
esidential/internet/conn
ect2compete.html)

AT&T
waiving overage fees
for wireless/fixed
wireless plans

Listen Or Read a good book
Storyline Online
Raz Kids
(Free, K-8)
(Free until end of Year,
https://www.storylineon
K-5)
line.net/
https://www.learninga-z
.com/

Epic Books
(30 day trial, K-8)
https://www.getepic.co
m/

Early Reading
Reading Bear (K-3)
https://www.readingbe
ar.org/

Starfall (K-2)
https://www.starfall.co
m/h/

Moby Max (K-5)
https://www.mobymax.
com/

Learning Platforms (Adaptive Games and online Learning)
Scholastic Learn at
Home
(preK-8th Grade)
www.scholastic.com/le
arnathome

Headsprouts
BrainPop (K-8)
(prek-1st grade)
(promotional code
https://www.learninga-z BPOPFREEACCESS)
.com/
https://www.brainpop.c
om/

Online Resources for Home Learning
Science for the Win!
Bill Nye the Science
Guy (K-8)
https://billnye.com/thescience-guy

Mystery Science (K-8)
The Kids Should See
https://mysteryscience.
This! (3-8)
com/school-closure-pla https://thekidshouldsee
nning
this.com/

World Book Science
Projects (K-8)
https://www.worldbook
online.com/kids/home#
scienceprojects

World Book
Webquests (3-8)
https://www.worldbook
online.com/student/we
bquests
Math for Everyone!

Sumdog (K-5)
https://pages.sumdog.c
om/

Khan Academy
CMA Math (5-8)
(offers a daily
Pre-recorded Math
schedule, K-8))
Lessons
https://www.khanacade https://coloskys-math-a
my.org/
cademy.thinkific.com/
Without Login:
4th Grade Course
5th Grade Course
Sixth Grade Course
Seventh Grade
8th Grade Course

60 Math Websites
(K-8)
https://www.weareteac
hers.com/best-math-w
ebsites/#games

Middle School Math
(6-8)
www.maneuveringthe
middle.com/remote-ma
th-lessons/

A Week of Reading Enrichment
Attached you will find a reading passage that includes vocabulary work,
phonics work, and comprehension questions. Below is a schedule of
activities to do with this passage for the week.
Check them off as you go!

Monday
 Complete the
Vocabulary
portion
 Read the
passage
 Circle words
that are
difficult or
unknown
 Ask an adult
for help with
unknown
words
 Reread the
story, paying
close
attention to
the difficult
words

Tuesday
 Reread the
passage
 Answer the
comprehensi
on questions
on the back
of the
passage
 Underline
where you
found your
answer to
each
question in
the passage

Wednesday

 Reread the
 Reread the
passage
passage
 Complete the  Write a
phonics/word
summary of
study potion
the passage
for the
on the back
passage
of the
 Go back to
passage (4
the passage
sentences)
and highlight
o Main idea
words that
o Beginning
include that
o Middle
phonics
o End
pattern or
word study
skill

Extension Project Ideas:





Thursday

Draw a picture to represent this story/article.
Create a comic book slide to represent the story.
Write a letter to the author.
Turn the story into a play.

Friday
 Time yourself
reading the
passage for 1
minute
 Count and
record how
many words
you can read
in one minute
 Do this 3 times
to see if you
get further
each time

UNIT 4 • Module A • Lunch Money

Vocabulary

Name

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

1. Read this sentence from Lunch Money.
The principal said, “Well, I admire your initiative, but starting right
now, you may not sell any more toys at school.”
What does the word initiative mean in this sentence?
intelligence

truthfulness

generosity

ambition

2. What word is a synonym of initiative?
kindness

laziness

drive

honesty
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3. Read this sentence from Lunch Money.
Choosing his words carefully, he said, “I don’t want you to get all
conceited or anything, because your pictures . . . well, they’re good.”
What does the word conceited mean in this sentence?
upset

prideful

worried

hopeful

confident

smart

4. What word is an antonym of conceited?
humble

tidy

5. Read this sentence from Lunch Money.
And after some spirited negotiations in the principal’s office, no
one was surprised that a workable business plan for the store
was developed. . . .
What does the word negotiations mean in this sentence?
compromises

questions

fights

demands

6. Which suffix can replace -ions to make negotiations mean “a person who
helps people settle a matter”? Write the word.
-ise

-ment

-or
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Reading Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the following passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

Pass It On
Juan was no ordinary ten year old. Sure, he enjoyed a lot of things that
any ten year old would enjoy. He liked to play games, watch TV, and hang
out with his friends. Juan also liked making wooden toys. Juan’s dad was
a carpenter, and he had a workshop outside of their home. Juan spent his
weekends making wooden trucks with his dad. Juan never kept a single one
of his wooden creations. Instead, he gave them away to sick children. Juan
was extraordinary like that.

The recovery process took a few days. Juan was so bored during recovery
that he counted all the tiles on the hospital room’s ceiling. On the second day
of his recovery, he woke up to see a girl quietly walking away from his bed.
In the crook of his arm was the silliest looking teddy bear. Just looking at it
made Juan smile. The girl, Olivia, had made it herself, along with the others
she had delivered.
“I bring toys every Friday,” she said to Juan before leaving his hospital
room. “I was here for a long time when I was younger, and someone brought
me a toy. I thought I should pass it on.”
After that, Juan decided to do the same thing. He had no idea how much
time it took to make toys, or how much money it would cost. He did odd
jobs to save up and buy the supplies he would need for his wooden trucks,
but it still wasn’t enough. Juan started to think his plan might not work.
“I told the nurses at the hospital all about your idea,” Juan’s mom said
one day. “A lot of them are willing to help, Juan. What do you think?”
Juan thought it was a great idea! He was running out of money and out of
steam, but he was still dedicated to his cause. “Just imagine how many kids
can get toys now!” Juan cheered.
110 Unit 4 • Module A • Selection Test 19
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When Juan was four, he had a horrible stomachache. The pain was so
unbearable that his parents rushed him to the emergency room. As it turned
out, Juan had to get his appendix removed.

UNIT 4 • Module A • Lunch Money

The next week, Juan and his mom met with a few nurses and hospital
volunteers. The nurses and volunteers made plans for a bake sale to help
Juan earn enough money for his toy supplies. Not only that, but they
volunteered to help make toys, too. One of the volunteers was Olivia.
“I heard about your cause, and I wanted to help,” she smiled as she
set down a gigantic bag full of teddy bears.
It didn’t take long until the local news station reported on Juan’s
story. Within a few months, his process had gone from handing out a few
cars a week to distributing toys to hospitals all around the area.
“You know, Pa,” Juan said to his dad in the workshop one day. “I couldn’t
have done this without everyone’s help. Together, we all passed it on.”
Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

7. What motivates Juan to make toys for kids in the hospital?
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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his own experience of getting a toy
his goal to get his story featured on the news
his determination to become a better woodworker
his hope of making the hospital a less boring place for children
8. What word best describes Juan?
shy
honest
ordinary
generous
9. Which detail supports the inference that Juan is a hard worker?
Juan was unlike other kids his age.
Juan practiced his woodworking skills with his dad.
Juan asked the hospital’s volunteers and nurses to help him.
Juan distributed toys to hospitals all around the area within a
few months.
Unit 4 • Module A • Selection Test 19
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10. What can you infer about Juan’s parents?
They build toys for a living.
They worry Juan works too much.
They are supportive of Juan’s goals.
They fear Juan will stop building toys.
11. Which sentence belongs in a summary of the story?
Juan and Olivia were best friends.
Juan counted ceiling tiles quickly.
Juan was inspired by Olivia’s initiative.
Juan grew up to be a carpenter like his dad.
12. What does running out of steam mean in the story?
being uncertain about something
being too busy to finish one thing
being distracted by many different things
13. What is the main theme of the story?
It is the thought that counts.
Accepting help is a sign of strength.
A lot of good comes from the act of giving.
Presents are a cure for sickness and sadness.
14. Which detail from the story directly supports the main theme?
Juan really enjoyed making wooden trucks.
The local news stations reported Juan’s initiative.
Juan asked the nurses and volunteers for extra help.
The teddy bear Olivia made put a smile on Juan’s face.
112 Unit 4 • Module A • Selection Test 19
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being too tired to do something

UNIT 4 • Module A • Lunch Money

Language Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

15. Read these sentences from Lunch Money.
School was like a giant piggy bank, loaded with quarters. Greg was
convinced that his new product would be like a hammer—the perfect
hammer. He was going to crack the school wide open.
What does the metaphor in the last sentence mean?
Greg planned to steal money from the school store.
Greg wanted to put money from school in his own piggy bank.
Greg knew he could get kids to spend money on his new product.
Greg thought kids would definitely buy the new hammer he made.

Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Word Analysis
Directions: Read each sentence. Determine which related word in parentheses
best completes the sentence. Circle the word.

16. The fire drill was a loud (interrupt, interruption) this morning.
17. Martin recently lost his lucky pen, but then it magically (reappeared,
disappeared) right before class.
18. Lindsey marveled at her beautiful (creation, recreation) that she made in art
class.
19. The song played once on the radio. Then it kept on (displaying, replaying)
throughout the entire day.
20. The trail of cookie crumbs that led to my brother’s room helped me
(discover, recover) that he was, indeed, the cookie-eating culprit!
Unit 4 • Module A • Selection Test 19
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Directions: Read the following passage. Use information from the passage to answer the questions that
follow.
Batwings and the Curtain of Night
by Marguerite W. Davol
The Mother of All Things has woven a curtain to separate night from day. Unfortunately, the curtain is so black and
thick, the night creatures can't see to roam and hunt.
While many of Earth's creatures were happy with the way the curtain of night unrolled and stretched out across the
sky, the animals and birds that prowl and hunt under cover of darkness grew more and more discontented. One
night they gathered where the sand meets the sea and began to complain loudly.
With grunts and growls, hoots and howls, the night creatures voiced their complaints. All agreed—although it was
much too dark, they preferred the night. Day was too bright. They must change the night— but how? Each animal
had a different idea and argued loudly about what to do.
From far beyond the curtain of night, the Mother of All Things heard the creatures' noisy grumbling. With a wave of
her hand, a wind of silence swirled over the world. "Find a way," she whispered. "You must find a way."
In the silence the owl closed her wise eyes and thought for a long time. Finally she spoke. "One of us must pull
aside the curtain of night. We must let in a little light." The word went out. Bats from everywhere gathered as the
curtain of night unrolled across the sky. In one enormous swoop and swirl, black clouds of bats headed up into the
sky. But the way was long, too long, and the distance far, too far. One by one the bats fell back to earth, exhausted,
their wings limp. "The sky is too high," they squeaked.
Then the coyote had an idea. "Cling to my back, and I'll run up the highest hill. From there you can reach the sky."
Bats settled onto the coyote. Indeed, from the hilltop they flew higher than before, but not high enough.
Stretching his long night-black shape, the panther said, "Now it is my turn. Cling to my back, and I'll search out the
highest mountain. Surely from its top you can reach the sky."
"I'll join you," said the owl. "My wings are wide, my talons large."
Bats crowded onto the panther's back, and the owl perched on his head. Together they climbed the highest
mountain. When they reached the peak, they looked up. The sky, almost dark by now, still seemed very far away.
Could they reach it?
The owl said, "We must all fly as high as our hearts will allow."
This time they reached the curtain of night. Every bat grabbed with its claws. Hanging upside down, they pulled and
pulled together. Owl, too, dug in her great talons. She yanked and tugged. But the curtain of night did not budge.
One by one the bats fluttered wearily to earth, their wings tattered. Finally the owl, too, glided down, defeated. They
had failed.
But when the creatures looked up, they were astonished. The dark was not so dark! Wherever the bats' sharp claws
had clung, a glitter of light appeared. And where the owl's talons had tugged, a large hole let the light shine through.
The Mother of All Things looked out at the night creatures below. She nodded, pleased.
To this day all creatures that prefer the night welcome the light from the moon and stars to guide them through the
dark. And to this day colonies of bats crowd together and cling upside down.

Writing Prompt
Directions: Read the prompt and write an essay in response.
In this myth, the bats, a coyote, a panther, and an owl all worked to reach the curtain of night. Think of a different
animal that could have helped. Add to the middle of the passage. Choose an animal and describe what it did to try to
reach the sky. Make sure your narrative makes sense with the rest of the myth.

Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

She gained a friend.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
It
helped very much.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
We
inched forward.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
jumped eight feet.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
They
jingled with every turn.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
I
installed a new one.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
inspired his success.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
He
leveled the floor.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
She
listened well.
//////////////////////////////
www.PrintNPractice.com

–4–

Time:__________

A Week of Math Enrichment
2nd-5th Grade
Monday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
 Play an online
game

Tuesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Please see the
Online Resources
page for Math
Websites.
What games
did you play?
List them here.

Wednesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Thursday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Friday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Name_____________________________________________

5.OA.2

Add 4 and 2 and then multiply by 5.
The order of operations says to multiply f irst.
But the expression uses the word then to explain that the multiplication needs to happen
after addition.
Use grouping symbols such as parentheses to write the expression.
(4 + 2) × 5 or 5 × (4 + 2)

Write each sentence as a numerical expression.
1. Add 5 and 6 and then multiply by 3.

2. Subtract 7 from 15 and then multiply by 4.

3. Add 6 and 10, subtract your answer from 20, and then multiply by 2.

4. Multiply the sums of 5 and 6 and 3 and 4.

5. Multiply the sum of 4 and 6 by 7.

I can write and interpret numerical expressions.
14
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6. Divide the sum of 5 and 9 by 2.

Name_____________________________________________

5.OA.2
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Draw a line to match each expression with the phrase that describes it.
1. 3 times larger than the sum of
4 and 9

A. 20 – (3 + 4)

2. 20 less the sum of 3 and 4

B. (2 + 5) × (6 + 10)

3. the quotient of 15 and the sum of
2 and 3

C. (10 + 8) ÷ (10 – 7)

4. the product of the sums of 2 and 5
and 6 and 10

D. (12 – 7) × 3

5. 6 times larger than the difference
of 10 and 7

E. (4 + 5) × 8

6. the quotient of the sum of 10 and 8
and the difference of 10 and 7

F. 6 × (10 – 7)

7. the sum of 4 and 5 multiplied by 8

G. 15 ÷ (2 + 3)

8. the difference of 12 and 7
multiplied by 3

H. 3 × (4 + 9)

I can write and interpret numerical expressions.
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Science Enrichment: Choose One Activity
Choose a science enrichment from the three choices below:
Choice 1: Research
Visit: https://worldbookonline.com/kids/home and click on
●
●

User: gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40

Look for articles and/or videos to answer one of the following questions.
4th-5th Grade:
●
●
●
●
●

What are seismic waves and what effect do they have on the Earth?
What type of processes have caused Earth’s surface to change over time and how have they changed the
surface?
Where are the different water sources available on Earth and what impact do they have on life?
How and where is energy transferred when objects move?
What type of changes in the environment can affect the development of traits in a population of organisms and
how does it affect them?

Once you have your question:
1. Write down facts and connections that you have learned.
2. After you complete your research build a model, draw a picture, and/or write a summary.
3. Share what you learned with a friend or family member.
Choice 2: Science Project (Below are three options)
Visit https://worldbookonline.com/kids/home#scienceprojects (use login information from above)

Click on

Click on

Click on

Then on

Then on

Then on

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Choice 3: Mystery Science
Think about why we call that “thump thump” sound in your chest a heartbeat. How does your heart pump blood
throughout your body?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write down your thinking.
Visit: https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/heart-blood
Listen to the video. Draw a picture that shows what you learned.
Reflect: What new questions do you have about how your body pumps blood? Write them down

Social Studies Enrichment: Westward Expansion
Visit: Worldbookonline.com
User: Gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40
Search for Westward Expansion
https://worldbookonline.com/student-new/#/article/home/ar599870/westward%20expansion

Read the article and respond to two of the questions below.
Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What were the ordinances of 1785 and 1787?
What American characteristics did people develop while living on the frontier?
How did the War of 1812 affect westward migration?
Why was the Erie Canal important to both the East and the West?
What inventions aided the settlement of the Great Plains?

Differentiation for Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 4-5
Select two activities per week as an extension.
ENGINEERING
Marble Maze
Can you build a marble maze using a paper plate?
Materials needed: paper plates, scissors,
construction paper, tape, markers, marbles,
anything that could be used to build the maze.
Questions:
Before- Where are some of the different types of
mazes you have seen? Look up some examples.
During: Could you add tunnels or ramps?
After: Discuss what worked and what didn’t. What
was the easiest or hardest part of the challenge?
Challenge: set a time limit to build, allow for them
to make multiple and see which one is the best

Problem Solving

WORD GAMES

ART and Music

How many words can you make from the
letters in the sentence below?

Have your child finish the
drawing…. Ask, “ What could
this be? Finish the drawing.”
Then make up a song about
the drawing to the tune of
“Itsy Bitsy Spider”

Learning from home is fun.
Materials- pencil and paper
Write a list of as many words as you can
make from the sentence above.
Make it challenging and set a timer,
compete against a sibling.
Check to make sure the words are real!

Articulation and Science

Read this problem with your child:

How many years are in a century? How
many degrees are in a right angle?
How many days in March? How many
days in a leap year? Add the answers
to find the number.

ANSWER FOR PARENT:
FIve Hundred Eighty Seven (587)

Talk with Your child, “What do you see
here? Discuss electrical items in the
house?
Have the student look through each room
and name the different electrical items.
Can you come up with any ideas on how
we can use less electricity?

Writing
Talk with your child about
staying on topic.
Find a bag and have your child
collect items to go in that bag.
The items should relate to each
other. If they can’t find an
item, have them draw a
picture. The child pulls out the
items and writes a story using
those items.
You could switch it around and
have the student read a book
and then find items to go in the
back that relate to the story.

Art W e e k 4
C hoic e 1

C hoic e 2

C hoic e 3

Think of the m os t inc re d ib le

Ma ke s om e orig a m i us ing the

G o to

c re a ture tha t y ou c a n im a g ine

a tta c he d d ire c tions . Re m e m b e r,

http s ://kid s .s c hola s tic .c o m /kid s /b

a nd d ra w it. You c ould c ho os e a

you ne e d to s ta rt w ith a s q ua re

ooks /d a v- p ilke y- a t- hom e / to

re a l a nim a l, or c re a te yo ur ow n.

p ie c e of p a p e r.

d ra w w ith the illus tra tor of
C a p ta in Und e rp a nts a nd Dog
Ma n!

Mus ic /Ba nd W e e k 4
C hoic e 1

C hoic e 2

C hoic e 3

C re a te a b e a t throug h s na p p ing

Pla y g a m e s w ith c la s s ic a l m us ic

Exp lore a t

a nd c la p p ing . W ith p a re nt

at

w w w .e e m us ic c la s s .c om . The re

p e rm is s io n, ta p on a p ot to m ix
up the s ound .

http s ://w w w .c la s s ic s forkid s .c o m /
g a m e s .htm l.
“Ma tc h the Rhythm ” is fun a nd

a re s o ng s a nd vid e os und e r the
b row s e ta b a nd a c tivity s he e ts
und e r the re s ourc e s ta b .

m ig ht g e t c ha lle ng ing !

Phys ic a l Ed uc a tion W e e k 4
C hoic e 1

C hoic e 2

C hoic e 3

C o m p le te d iffe re nt e xe rc is e s for

C re a te a p os te r a t hom e w ith

Us e a ny c onta ine rs la ying

one m inute . W rite d ow n how

a ny p a p e r c ons is ting o f he a lthy

a round the hous e a nd

m a ny of e a c h e xe rc is e y ou a re

fo od s to e a t a nd e xe rc is e s tha t

s tra te g ic a lly p la c e the m a round

a b le to s a fe ly d o. For e xa m p le ,

he lp y ou s ta y in s ha p e . Pos te rs

your p la y s p a c e . Us e a s oft a nd

how m a ny c orre c t jum p ing ja c ks

c a n b e d ra w n or m a d e w ith

s a fe b a ll to tos s into the s e

c a n y ou d o in 1 m inute ? How

p ic ture s c ut out o f m a g a zine s

c onta ine rs . Ea c h tim e y ou m is s a

m a ny p rop e r s it up s ? W rite d ow n a nd ne w s p a p e rs ( w ith p a re nt

c onta ine r, d o 10 jum p ing ja c ks .

your num b e r e a c h d a y a nd

W he n y ou g e t the b a ll in a ll the

p e rm is s io n) .

w a tc h it g row !

c onta ine rs , you w in!

Te c hnolog y W e e k 4
C hoic e 1

C hoic e 2

Le a rn a b out a rtific ia l inte llig e nc e a nd c le a ning up

Ke e p p ra c tic ing your typ ing a t w w w .typ ing .c o m .

our oc e a ns a t http s ://c o d e .org /oc e a ns .

This s kill w ill he lp you throug hout y our life !
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Vocabulary

Name

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

1. Read this sentence from Lunch Money.
The principal said, “Well, I admire your initiative, but starting right
now, you may not sell any more toys at school.”
What does the word initiative mean in this sentence?
intelligence

truthfulness

generosity

ambition

2. What word is a synonym of initiative?
kindness

laziness

drive

honesty

Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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3. Read this sentence from Lunch Money.
Choosing his words carefully, he said, “I don’t want you to get all
conceited or anything, because your pictures . . . well, they’re good.”
What does the word conceited mean in this sentence?
upset

prideful

worried

hopeful

confident

smart

4. What word is an antonym of conceited?
humble

tidy

5. Read this sentence from Lunch Money.
And after some spirited negotiations in the principal’s office, no
one was surprised that a workable business plan for the store
was developed. . . .
What does the word negotiations mean in this sentence?
compromises

questions

fights

demands

6. Which suffix can replace -ions to make negotiations mean “a person who
helps people settle a matter”? Write the word.
-ise

-ment

-or

negotiator
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Reading Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the following passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

Pass It On
Juan was no ordinary ten year old. Sure, he enjoyed a lot of things that
any ten year old would enjoy. He liked to play games, watch TV, and hang
out with his friends. Juan also liked making wooden toys. Juan’s dad was
a carpenter, and he had a workshop outside of their home. Juan spent his
weekends making wooden trucks with his dad. Juan never kept a single one
of his wooden creations. Instead, he gave them away to sick children. Juan
was extraordinary like that.

The recovery process took a few days. Juan was so bored during recovery
that he counted all the tiles on the hospital room’s ceiling. On the second day
of his recovery, he woke up to see a girl quietly walking away from his bed.
In the crook of his arm was the silliest looking teddy bear. Just looking at it
made Juan smile. The girl, Olivia, had made it herself, along with the others
she had delivered.
“I bring toys every Friday,” she said to Juan before leaving his hospital
room. “I was here for a long time when I was younger, and someone brought
me a toy. I thought I should pass it on.”
After that, Juan decided to do the same thing. He had no idea how much
time it took to make toys, or how much money it would cost. He did odd
jobs to save up and buy the supplies he would need for his wooden trucks,
but it still wasn’t enough. Juan started to think his plan might not work.
“I told the nurses at the hospital all about your idea,” Juan’s mom said
one day. “A lot of them are willing to help, Juan. What do you think?”
Juan thought it was a great idea! He was running out of money and out of
steam, but he was still dedicated to his cause. “Just imagine how many kids
can get toys now!” Juan cheered.
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When Juan was four, he had a horrible stomachache. The pain was so
unbearable that his parents rushed him to the emergency room. As it turned
out, Juan had to get his appendix removed.

UNIT 4 • Module A • Lunch Money

The next week, Juan and his mom met with a few nurses and hospital
volunteers. The nurses and volunteers made plans for a bake sale to help
Juan earn enough money for his toy supplies. Not only that, but they
volunteered to help make toys, too. One of the volunteers was Olivia.
“I heard about your cause, and I wanted to help,” she smiled as she
set down a gigantic bag full of teddy bears.
It didn’t take long until the local news station reported on Juan’s
story. Within a few months, his process had gone from handing out a few
cars a week to distributing toys to hospitals all around the area.
“You know, Pa,” Juan said to his dad in the workshop one day. “I couldn’t
have done this without everyone’s help. Together, we all passed it on.”
Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

7. What motivates Juan to make toys for kids in the hospital?
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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his own experience of getting a toy
his goal to get his story featured on the news
his determination to become a better woodworker
his hope of making the hospital a less boring place for children
8. What word best describes Juan?
shy
honest
ordinary
generous
9. Which detail supports the inference that Juan is a hard worker?
Juan was unlike other kids his age.
Juan practiced his woodworking skills with his dad.
Juan asked the hospital’s volunteers and nurses to help him.
Juan distributed toys to hospitals all around the area within a
few months.
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10. What can you infer about Juan’s parents?
They build toys for a living.
They worry Juan works too much.
They are supportive of Juan’s goals.
They fear Juan will stop building toys.
11. Which sentence belongs in a summary of the story?
Juan and Olivia were best friends.
Juan counted ceiling tiles quickly.
Juan was inspired by Olivia’s initiative.
Juan grew up to be a carpenter like his dad.
12. What does running out of steam mean in the story?
being uncertain about something
being too busy to finish one thing
being distracted by many different things
13. What is the main theme of the story?
It is the thought that counts.
Accepting help is a sign of strength.
A lot of good comes from the act of giving.
Presents are a cure for sickness and sadness.
14. Which detail from the story directly supports the main theme?
Juan really enjoyed making wooden trucks.
The local news stations reported Juan’s initiative.
Juan asked the nurses and volunteers for extra help.
The teddy bear Olivia made put a smile on Juan’s face.
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being too tired to do something
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Language Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

15. Read these sentences from Lunch Money.
School was like a giant piggy bank, loaded with quarters. Greg was
convinced that his new product would be like a hammer—the perfect
hammer. He was going to crack the school wide open.
What does the metaphor in the last sentence mean?
Greg planned to steal money from the school store.
Greg wanted to put money from school in his own piggy bank.
Greg knew he could get kids to spend money on his new product.
Greg thought kids would definitely buy the new hammer he made.
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Word Analysis
Directions: Read each sentence. Determine which related word in parentheses
best completes the sentence. Circle the word.

16. The fire drill was a loud (interrupt, interruption) this morning.
17. Martin recently lost his lucky pen, but then it magically (reappeared,
disappeared) right before class.
18. Lindsey marveled at her beautiful (creation, recreation) that she made in art
class.
19. The song played once on the radio. Then it kept on (displaying, replaying)
throughout the entire day.
20. The trail of cookie crumbs that led to my brother’s room helped me
(discover, recover) that he was, indeed, the cookie-eating culprit!
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Enrichment Packet 5
4th-5th Grade
1. Reading
2. Math
3. Science
4. Social Studies
5. Gifted Differentiation
6. Related Arts
7. Answer Keys

A Week of Reading Enrichment
Attached you will find a reading passage that includes vocabulary work,
phonics work, and comprehension questions. Below is a schedule of
activities to do with this passage for the week.
Check them off as you go!

Monday
 Complete the
Vocabulary
portion
 Read the
passage
 Circle words
that are
difficult or
unknown
 Ask an adult
for help with
unknown
words
 Reread the
story, paying
close
attention to
the difficult
words

Tuesday
 Reread the
passage
 Answer the
comprehensi
on questions
on the back
of the
passage
 Underline
where you
found your
answer to
each
question in
the passage

Wednesday

 Reread the
 Reread the
passage
passage
 Complete the  Write a
phonics/word
summary of
study potion
the passage
for the
on the back
passage
of the
 Go back to
passage (4
the passage
sentences)
and highlight
o Main idea
words that
o Beginning
include that
o Middle
phonics
o End
pattern or
word study
skill

Extension Project Ideas:





Thursday

Draw a picture to represent this story/article.
Create a comic book slide to represent the story.
Write a letter to the author.
Turn the story into a play.

Friday
 Time yourself
reading the
passage for 1
minute
 Count and
record how
many words
you can read
in one minute
 Do this 3 times
to see if you
get further
each time
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Vocabulary

Name

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

1. Read this sentence from Max Malone Makes a Million.
With an air of victory, Max raised his arms and shook his fists, the
way he had seen athletes in the Olympics do.
What does the word victory mean in this sentence?
anger

sorrow

hope

success

2. Which suffix can be added to victor to generate another common word?
Write the word.
-ious

-ing

-ful

___________
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3. Read these sentences from Max Malone Makes a Million.
Max and Gordy were angry. And insulted.
What does the word insulted mean in the second sentence?
disrespected

interrupted

hungry

quiet

4. Which prefix can replace in- in insult to make a word that means “effect”?
Write the new word.
de-

mis-

re-

_____________

5. Read this sentence from Max Malone Makes a Million.
Max looked up from his bowl to see Gordy enveloped in a cloud of
all-purpose flour.
What does the word enveloped mean in this sentence?
surrounded by

mixing up

looking at

adding to

covered

lost

6. What word is a synonym of enveloped?
shown

combined
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Reading Analysis
Directions: Read the following passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

Making Friends
Tomorrow was Sasha’s first day at her new school, and she knew exactly
no one there. Her dad got a promotion at work, which relocated Sasha’s
family to a new city. Her family had arrived a week “early” so they could
unpack their stuff in the new house, and her dad could figure out the quickest
route to work. That meant moving two days after Thanksgiving.

Her mom asked, “Why do you want to join all those clubs?” Sasha
explained that it would be the best way to meet new people and make friends
at school. “I don’t know anyone, so I will meet everyone this way,” Sasha
said with a smile. Her mom encouraged her to think it through.
“When do you plan to fit all these activities in?” her mother asked.
“Start with one or two clubs you really like instead of signing up for every
last one!” Sasha thought for a moment and agreed there had to be a better
plan to make new friends. “What about having a party and inviting my entire
class?” she exclaimed.
Her mom shook her head and smiled. She asked Sasha what she thought
was truly the best way to make new friends. Sasha thought for a moment.
“I suppose it is to be friendly, introduce myself, and relax!” Sasha and her
mother came to the conclusion it was the best plan yet.
The next afternoon, Sasha ran through the door shouting for her mother:
“Our plan worked, Mom!” She told her mom the story of her first day, of
meeting three new girls in her class, having lunch with them, and getting an
invitation to their slumber party on Friday.
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Sasha’s mom opened her bedroom door at the same time she knocked,
only to find Sasha scanning the information from the school with a furrowed
brow. When her mom asked why she looked so worried, Sasha said, “I think
I should join the chess club, and the book club, and Earth club—Oh, and
what about sports? Isn’t it basketball season? I could try out for that, too!”

UNIT 4 • Module A • Max Malone Makes a Million

“Thanks for helping me see the big picture, Mom,” she said.
“Brainstorming several options and choosing the one that fits my personality
the best saved me a lot of time and energy!”
Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

7. Why did Sasha and her family move?
Her dad got a promotion.
Her mom wanted to move to a new city.
Her parents wanted to be closer to other relatives.
Her parents wanted Sasha to attend a better school.
8. At the beginning of the story, how does Sasha feel about attending a
new school?
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worried
frustrated
interested
enthusiastic
9. Why does Sasha feel that way about starting school at the beginning
of the story?
The school offers sports she loves.
The holiday break was spent moving.
She is interested in the clubs at school.
She doesn’t know any of her classmates.
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10. Which word best describes Sasha?
shy
silly
social
stubborn
11. What can you infer about Sasha’s mother?
She is mean.
She is bossy.
She is social like Sasha.
She is supportive of Sasha.
12. How does Sasha feel after her first day of school?
bored
excited
uncertain
13. Which detail from the story explains why Sasha is so eager to join every
club and sports team at her new school?
She likes to keep busy during the school week.
She wants to meet new people and make friends.
She wants to be the best athlete at her new school.
She wants to show off her competitiveness to her new peers.
14. What is a main theme of this story?
The first idea is often the best idea.
Family is more important than friends.
The more you do, the more you can do.
Before making a decision, take time to think it through.
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upset
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Language Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

15. Read these sentences from Max Malone Makes a Million.
“We’ve already tried twice,” said Gordy. “I don’t think I can handle
a third time.”
“We’re all out of ingredients anyway,” said Max. He slumped into
his chair.
What mood does the word choice in these sentences establish?
Max and Gordy are ready to give up.
Max and Gordy are sick from eating cookies.
Max and Gordy feel hopeful about the work.
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Max and Gordy worry they can’t make enough cookies.

Word Analysis
Directions: Read each sentence. Identify which word completes each sentence.
Write the word.

16. Marco goes on a run every morning, but today he made
a /an (exception, suggestion) because of the rain.
17. I made notecards for my science
(misrepresentation, presentation).
18. The (instruction, infection) on my brother’s skin
cleared up in a few days.
19. Asad made a great (impression, evaluation)
during his job interview.
20. Maya and Ciara threw a huge (celebration,
conduction) for their grandmother’s birthday.
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Directions: Read the following passage. Use information from the passage to answer the questions that
follow.
from Riding Out the Quake
by Casper Brundl
At first, Tom thought there had been a car accident outside. The sudden bang, the crash, and the reverberating
impact that shook Henry’s two-story home made Tom immediately think of a car accident. He had no idea what an
earthquake felt like.
Then, there was another crashing bang, this one much longer and louder than the first.
With a sinking feeling, Tom realized this was not the sound of a car accident.
“Do you think—” Henry began, but then he was cut off by an awful, steady rumble that grew louder and louder with
each passing second. The entire house began to tremble, and then the floor beneath Tom and Henry began to pitch
up and down and tilt like the deck of a storm-tossed ship.
“Earthquake!” Henry shouted.
This was exactly the word Tom had been trying to keep out of his own mind.
“Maybe it isn’t,” he ventured.
Henry looked at him, wide-eyed and incredulous. He was unable to accept that Tom didn’t recognize that this was
an earthquake.
“What else could it be, Tommy?” he asked. “We have to get in the doorway where nothing can fall on us!”
No sooner had he said this than the bucking house abruptly threw him off-balance. Henry lost his footing and
tumbled to the floor, striking his head against the sharp edge of his desk. On the floor, his eyes were closed, and he
did not move.
Tom knew that he was about to panic. He could feel the slippery, gut-twisting feeling rising up from within himself.
He realized that if he allowed panic to take control of his mind, he would be unable to help Henry.
Tom seized his unconscious friend by the legs and quickly dragged him under the vaulted arch of a nearby doorway.
He knew that he couldn’t escape the quake, but he was determined to ride it out and to keep Henry safe while doing
so. It was the least he could do. Henry was his best friend, and he wasn’t about to leave him unprotected.
Tom had never experienced an earthquake. He was born and raised on the East Coast. The San Andreas Fault was
on the West Coast. It was a huge fault that caused hundreds of earthquakes a year. He remembered that from
geography class.
Convinced that earthquakes were not an Easterner’s problem, Tom had never bothered to learn any more than he
had to about them. Who could have guessed that this would turn out to be such a bad mistake?
As he crouched there under the arch of Henry’s doorway, he began to think of what his grandfather had told him
about respecting the earth and the power of nature. Was this what he meant? Tom could more than understand the
power of nature now as he tried to stay under the doorway of the shaking house.
He remembered how Henry had told him that earthquakes were to be respected, and now he understood why.

Writing Prompt
Directions: Read the prompt and write a paragraph in response. Type your paragraph in the text box below.
Tom never learned about earthquakes because he lived on the East Coast and thought "earthquakes were not an
Easterner's problem." Do you agree with Tom, or do you think everyone should learn about earthquakes? Use
reasons and information from the passage to support your opinion.

Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

It marked the next day.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
We
modeled the costumes.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
all mourned for weeks.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
They
nailed the roof tiles tightly.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
I
offered more tea.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
paddled all day.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
He
packed the bag.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
She
passed the truck.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
It
piled higher and higher.
//////////////////////////////
www.PrintNPractice.com

–5–

Time:__________

A Week of Math Enrichment
2nd-5th Grade
Monday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
 Play an online
game

Tuesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Please see the
Online Resources
page for Math
Websites.
What games
did you play?
List them here.

Wednesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Thursday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Friday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Science Enrichment: Choose One Activity
Choose a science enrichment from the three choices below:
Choice 1: Research
Visit: https://worldbookonline.com/kids/home and click on
●
●

User: gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40

Look for articles and/or videos to answer one of the following questions.
4th-5th Grade:
●
●
●
●

What are the effects of natural hazards and what can humans do to reduce these effects?
What are some ways that animals adapt and survive over time?
How can inherited characteristics be affected by behavior and/or environmental conditions?
How can natural and human-caused changes to habitats or climate impact populations?

Once you have your question:
1. Write down facts and connections that you have learned.
2. After you complete your research build a model, draw a picture, and/or write a summary.
3. Share what you learned with a friend or family member.
Choice 2: Science Project (Below are three options)
Visit https://worldbookonline.com/kids/home#scienceprojects (use login information from above)

Click on

Click on

Click on

Then on

Then on

Then on

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Choice 3: Mystery Science
Have you ever been on a hike and seen a snake skin on the ground? Why do you think that snakes shed their skin?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write down your thinking.
Visit: https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/snake-skin
Listen to the video. Draw a picture that shows what you learned.
Reflect: What new questions do you have about why snakes shed their skin? Write them down.

Social Studies Enrichment: Inca and Maya
Visit: Worldbookonline.com
User: Gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40

Search for Inca
https://www.worldbookonline.com/student-new/#/article/home/ar273760/Inca

Search for Maya
https://www.worldbookonline.com/student-new/#/article/home/ar350120/Maya

Read each article and complete the graphic organizer below.
How were the Inca and Maya alike? Different?

Food

Trade

Transportation
Region
House

Clothing

Environment
Art

Government

Communication
and learning

Inca

Maya

Differentiation For Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 4-5

ENGINEERING
Can you build a bridge?
Materials Needed: Whatever
you can find around your
house that is safe. Some
ideas are craft sticks, paper
clips, rubber bands, yarn
string, cardboard tubes, foil,
toothpicks, pipe cleaners,
paper.
● The bridge opening
must be at least 10 cm.
● Must have end
supports.
● Cannot have a center
support.
● Must hold a bowl of
20 pennies (or something
small that is 20 in
numbers and all the
same.
Questions:
Before-How can you
determine which materials to
use to build your mystery
model?
During-How are you using
your chosen materials to
provide strong foundational
supports for your model?
After-How could you change
your model to make it
stronger, or how would you
make it different?
Challenge-Set a time limit to
build, build multiple models to
see which model is strongest
and why is it strongest?

WORD GAMES
Would You Rather?
*Answer the following
questions by writing 5 words
explaining why you chose
that answer for each
question.
Materials: Pencil/Paper
Questions:
1) Would you rather be
given $1000 right now
or be given $50 each
month for life?
2) Would you rather be
on a winning baseball
team and never play
or be the best player
on a team and never
win?
3) Be a famous actor or
find a cure for cancer?

ART AND MUSIC
Rap It Up!
*Create a rap song that has
rhyme and rhythm.
*This rap must have a theme of
kindness and how to extend
kindness to others.
* Write the rap on a paper and
practice how you would sing the
rap.
*Sing the rap to a friend or family
member

PROBLEM SOLVING

ARTICULATION AND
SCIENCE

There are 5 pets listed below:
*Sally
*Captain
*Tyger
*Flame
*Newton
There are 6 numbers:
*52
*29
*36
*75
*24
*47
Use the clues below to work
out which number each of
them chose, and which
number was not chosen by
any of them.
*Sally’s number was even
and it was not the smallest
number.
*The pet that chose the
smallest number was not
Captain or Newton.
*Captain’s number was odd,
but was not prime.
*Sally chose a number that
was divisible by both 4 and 6.
*Newton’s number is a
multiple of 13.
*Tyger’s number was larger
than the average.

WRITING
Parents place many different
items in a bag or in a box and
DON’T LET YOUR CHILD SEE
WHAT YOU ARE PLACING IN
THERE.
*Let your child view the object,
BUT DON’T ALLOW THEM TO
TOUCH THEM, for 45 seconds.
*Hide the objects and have your
child write down all the objects
that they can remember.

List each moon phase from
the list below. Names are
bolded.
Waxing Crescent – A little
part of the moon’s right side
is lit. Full Moon - The moon's
entire disk is lit because the
Earth is between the sun and
the moon. Waxing Gibbous
– About ¾th of the right side
moon's disk is lit. r1 st
Quarter - The right half of the
moon's disk is lit. Waxing –
Getting larger. New Moon The moon's disk facing us is
dark because the moon is
between the sun and the
Earth. Last Quarter - The left
half of the moon's disk is lit.
Waning Crescent - A little
part of the moon’s left side is
lit. Waning Gibbous - About
¾th of the left side moon's
disk is lit. Waning – Getting
smaller.

*Have your child place all objects
into 3-5 different categories and
write why they belong in that
category.

Art Week 5
Choice 1
Draw a picture of your dream
room. Include all the things you
wish you could have in your room,
like a trampoline or a unicorn.

Choice 2
Make some origami using the
attached directions. Remember,
you need to start with a square
piece of paper.

Choice 3
Create an emoji that expresses how
you are feeling right now. If you
are feeling many things, make a
whole bunch of different emojis.

Music/Band Week 5
Choice 1
Think of one of your favorite song
and then change the words to
express your situation and how
you are feeling right now.

Choice 2
Go back to Classics for Kids at
https://www.classicsforkids.com/c
omposers.html. This time, learn
about people who became famous
composers.

Choice 3
Make a list of your favorite songs.
Next to each one, write what the
genre is. Rap, country,
disco...what kind of music do you
love?

Physical Education Week 5
Choice 1
Use chalk to draw a hopscotch
grid in a safe place and instead of
numbers in each square, draw an
animal and an exercise (example:
dog/20 knee lifts). Throw a rock
into the square and as you hop to
that square, you have to make the
sound of the animal. When you
get to the square, do the exercise!
Try to complete all the squares.

Choice 2
Research an article about anything
that keeps you healthy. Write a
summary about this article and
draw a picture showing what the
article is about. With parent
permission, use a computer,
magazine, newspaper, book or
personal interview to research
information.

Choice 3
Ask your parents or caregivers to
give you a list of chores. After
each chore touch the floor and
jump as high as you can 7 times.
When you are done, your parents
or caregivers will be happy that
you helped and you will feel
better for doing an “Act of
Kindness”.

Technology Week 5
Choice 1
Learn how to code a maze game with Angry Bird at
https://studio.code.org/hoc/1.

Choice 2
Keep practicing your typing at www.typing.com
(there is an icon on your apps page). You can
never get enough typing!
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Vocabulary

Name

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

1. Read this sentence from Max Malone Makes a Million.
With an air of victory, Max raised his arms and shook his fists, the
way he had seen athletes in the Olympics do.
What does the word victory mean in this sentence?
anger

sorrow

hope

success

2. Which suffix can be added to victor to generate another common word?
Write the word.
-ious

-ing

victorious
___________

-ful
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3. Read these sentences from Max Malone Makes a Million.
Max and Gordy were angry. And insulted.
What does the word insulted mean in the second sentence?
disrespected

interrupted

hungry

quiet

4. Which prefix can replace in- in insult to make a word that means “effect”?
Write the new word.
de-

mis-

re-

result
_____________

5. Read this sentence from Max Malone Makes a Million.
Max looked up from his bowl to see Gordy enveloped in a cloud of
all-purpose flour.
What does the word enveloped mean in this sentence?
surrounded by

mixing up

looking at

adding to

covered

lost

6. What word is a synonym of enveloped?
shown

combined
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Reading Analysis
Directions: Read the following passage. Then answer the questions that follow.

Making Friends
Tomorrow was Sasha’s first day at her new school, and she knew exactly
no one there. Her dad got a promotion at work, which relocated Sasha’s
family to a new city. Her family had arrived a week “early” so they could
unpack their stuff in the new house, and her dad could figure out the quickest
route to work. That meant moving two days after Thanksgiving.

Her mom asked, “Why do you want to join all those clubs?” Sasha
explained that it would be the best way to meet new people and make friends
at school. “I don’t know anyone, so I will meet everyone this way,” Sasha
said with a smile. Her mom encouraged her to think it through.
“When do you plan to fit all these activities in?” her mother asked.
“Start with one or two clubs you really like instead of signing up for every
last one!” Sasha thought for a moment and agreed there had to be a better
plan to make new friends. “What about having a party and inviting my entire
class?” she exclaimed.
Her mom shook her head and smiled. She asked Sasha what she thought
was truly the best way to make new friends. Sasha thought for a moment.
“I suppose it is to be friendly, introduce myself, and relax!” Sasha and her
mother came to the conclusion it was the best plan yet.
The next afternoon, Sasha ran through the door shouting for her mother:
“Our plan worked, Mom!” She told her mom the story of her first day, of
meeting three new girls in her class, having lunch with them, and getting an
invitation to their slumber party on Friday.
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Sasha’s mom opened her bedroom door at the same time she knocked,
only to find Sasha scanning the information from the school with a furrowed
brow. When her mom asked why she looked so worried, Sasha said, “I think
I should join the chess club, and the book club, and Earth club—Oh, and
what about sports? Isn’t it basketball season? I could try out for that, too!”

UNIT 4 • Module A • Max Malone Makes a Million

“Thanks for helping me see the big picture, Mom,” she said.
“Brainstorming several options and choosing the one that fits my personality
the best saved me a lot of time and energy!”
Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

7. Why did Sasha and her family move?
Her dad got a promotion.
Her mom wanted to move to a new city.
Her parents wanted to be closer to other relatives.
Her parents wanted Sasha to attend a better school.
8. At the beginning of the story, how does Sasha feel about attending a
new school?

Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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worried
frustrated
interested
enthusiastic
9. Why does Sasha feel that way about starting school at the beginning
of the story?
The school offers sports she loves.
The holiday break was spent moving.
She is interested in the clubs at school.
She doesn’t know any of her classmates.
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10. Which word best describes Sasha?
shy
silly
social
stubborn
11. What can you infer about Sasha’s mother?
She is mean.
She is bossy.
She is social like Sasha.
She is supportive of Sasha.
12. How does Sasha feel after her first day of school?
bored
excited
uncertain
13. Which detail from the story explains why Sasha is so eager to join every
club and sports team at her new school?
She likes to keep busy during the school week.
She wants to meet new people and make friends.
She wants to be the best athlete at her new school.
She wants to show off her competitiveness to her new peers.
14. What is a main theme of this story?
The first idea is often the best idea.
Family is more important than friends.
The more you do, the more you can do.
Before making a decision, take time to think it through.
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upset
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Language Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

15. Read these sentences from Max Malone Makes a Million.
“We’ve already tried twice,” said Gordy. “I don’t think I can handle
a third time.”
“We’re all out of ingredients anyway,” said Max. He slumped into
his chair.
What mood does the word choice in these sentences establish?
Max and Gordy are ready to give up.
Max and Gordy are sick from eating cookies.
Max and Gordy feel hopeful about the work.
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Max and Gordy worry they can’t make enough cookies.

Word Analysis
Directions: Read each sentence. Identify which word completes each sentence.
Write the word.

16. Marco goes on a run every morning, but today he made
exception
a /an (exception, suggestion) because of the rain.
17. I made notecards for my science
(misrepresentation, presentation).

presentation

18. The (instruction, infection) on my brother’s skin
cleared up in a few days.

infection

19. Asad made a great (impression, evaluation)
during his job interview.

impression

20. Maya and Ciara threw a huge (celebration,
conduction) for their grandmother’s birthday.

celebration
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A Week of Math Enrichment
2nd-5th Grade
Monday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
 Play an online
game

Tuesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Please see the
Online Resources
page for Math
Websites.
What games
did you play?
List them here.

Wednesday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Thursday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Friday
 Complete one
page in the
extension
packet
 Play one of the
family games
Play an online
game

Enrichment Packet 6
4th-5th Grade
1. Reading
2. Math
3. Science
4. Social Studies
5. Gifted Differentiation
6. Related Arts
7. Answer Keys

A Week of Reading Enrichment
Attached you will find a reading passage that includes vocabulary work,
phonics work, and comprehension questions. Below is a schedule of
activities to do with this passage for the week.
Check them off as you go!

Monday
 Complete the
Vocabulary
portion
 Read the
passage
 Circle words
that are
difficult or
unknown
 Ask an adult
for help with
unknown
words
 Reread the
story, paying
close
attention to
the difficult
words

Tuesday
 Reread the
passage
 Answer the
comprehensi
on questions
on the back
of the
passage
 Underline
where you
found your
answer to
each
question in
the passage

Wednesday

 Reread the
 Reread the
passage
passage
 Complete the  Write a
phonics/word
summary of
study potion
the passage
for the
on the back
passage
of the
 Go back to
passage (4
the passage
sentences)
and highlight
o Main idea
words that
o Beginning
include that
o Middle
phonics
o End
pattern or
word study
skill

Extension Project Ideas:





Thursday

Draw a picture to represent this story/article.
Create a comic book slide to represent the story.
Write a letter to the author.
Turn the story into a play.

Friday
 Time yourself
reading the
passage for 1
minute
 Count and
record how
many words
you can read
in one minute
 Do this 3 times
to see if you
get further
each time
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Vocabulary

Name

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

1. Read this sentence from Coyote School News.
My hand was still hurting this morning when Miss Byers did
Fingernail Inspection.
What does the word inspection mean in this sentence?
a close call

a close look

looked away

looked around

rejection

examination

2. What word is a synonym for inspection?
washing

cleaning

3. Read this sentence from Coyote School News.
Edelia read: “Edelia Ortiz has been promoted to Grade Two.”
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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What does the word promoted mean in this sentence?
prepared

postponed

denied

advanced

attracted

furthered

4. What word is an antonym of promoted?
retained

removed

5. Read this sentence from Coyote School News.
The Coyote News Writing Award goes to the student who had
contributed most to Coyote News by writing his own stories and by
helping others write theirs.
What does the word contributed mean in this sentence?
stored

opposed

supplied

suggested

complained

recommended

6. What word is a synonym of contributed?
donated

contained
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Reading Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the following text. Then answer the questions that follow.

Family Reunion

We had three graduations this year, two from middle school and one
from high school. So, big transitions will be coming to three of our family
members. I thought it might be fun if the older generation—that’s you,
moms and dads—would bring in some mementos of your high school
and college days to share. That means bring in yearbooks, pictures, report
cards, and anything else you have kept throughout the years. Now, don’t be
embarrassed with what you have from those times. We’ve all been there!
This is also a celebration of some very important birthdays. GreatGrandma Rosie is celebrating her 89th birthday, and Cousin Val’s triplets are
going to be four years old on the same day, which happens to be Labor Day
this year. We’re ordering a triple chocolate cake for the triplets, of course,
and GG Rosie gets her very own rose-covered birthday cake. Both will be
delicious, so you can take your pick!
One very important thing we will do at this year’s reunion is donate to
a local charity. Rather than donate money this year, the reunion planning
committee thought it would be a better idea to donate our time and
special skills. Mom, I know you love to bake. Maybe you can whip up
a homemade treat for the charity’s staff members and volunteers! Marty
is the eloquent speaker of the bunch. Marty, would you be interested in
reading to the children that the charity serves? Oh! How about if Natalie
lends her artistic skills to the charity and sets up an arts and crafts table for
the children? These are just a few ideas. We can confirm volunteer roles at
the reunion.
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Hello everyone! I hope you are all doing well. I thought I might review
plans for the family reunion picnic coming up this year on Labor Day
Weekend. I know we usually have the reunion during the summer, but this
year we’re going to try something new. This family reunion will be all about
changes that are worthy of an early celebration!

UNIT 4 • Module A • Coyote School News

Well, mark your calendars and get ready for a fun time! We’ve got a lot to
celebrate this year. Let’s all show up and show our family pride!
Randy

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

7. To whom is Randy writing the letter?
Val
his family
the triplets
Great-Grandma Rosie
8. What big event is Randy talking about in his letter?
his birthday
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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his graduation
the family reunion
Val’s first day of school
9. Why will there be two cakes at the celebration?
GG Rosie wants two cakes.
There is more than one birthday.
Randy’s mom likes to bake cakes.
There is one cake for each triplet.
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10. Why is the reunion taking place near Labor Day?
It is the best day for a family reunion.
The weather is warmer on Labor Day.
It is the only day the whole family could meet.
There are big changes happening in the family.
11. How does Randy feel about his family?
He is distant from his family.
He likes to boss them around.
He enjoys being around them.
He doesn’t listen to his family.
12. What special thing does Randy want his relatives to do?
Donate time and skill to a charity.
Buy the triplets a birthday present.
Buy a special gift for GG’s 89th birthday.
13. What does the word mementos mean in paragraph 2?
things that are easily replaceable
things that are unique and hard to find
things that help you forget a time or an event
things that help you remember a time or an event
14. How is this passage presented?
as a song
as a letter
as a poem
as a scene from a play
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Attend the upcoming graduations.
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Language Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

15. Read these sentences from Coyote School News.
The boys in the Ramírez family know how to ride and rope. We are
a family of vaqueros (bah-CARE-rose). In the fall and spring we
roundup on our ranch.
Based on context clues, what is the meaning of the Spanish word vaqueros?
horses

miners

cowboys

gardeners

Word Analysis
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Directions: Read each question, and choose the correct English word that
originated from the German language. Write the word.

hamster, waltz,

bagel,

knapsack, kindergarten

16. Which word means the grade before first grade?
17. Which word is a bread roll in the shape of
a ring?
18. Which word is a synonym for backpack?
19. Which word is the name of a small
household pet?
20. Which word is the name of a slow dance?
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Directions: Read the following passage. Use information from the passage to answer the questions that
follow.
The Volcano Wakes
by Patricia Lauber
For many years the volcano slept. It was silent and still, big and beautiful. Then the volcano, which was named
Mount St. Helens, began to stir. On March 20, 1980, it was shaken by a strong earthquake. The quake was a sign of
movement inside St. Helens. It was a sign of a waking volcano that might soon erupt again.
Mount St. Helens was built by many eruptions over thousands of years. In each eruption, hot rock from inside the
earth forced its way to the surface. The rock was so hot that it was molten, or melted, and it had gases trapped in it.
The name for such rock is magma. Once the molten rock reaches the surface it is called lava. In some eruptions the
magma was fairly liquid. Its gases escaped gently. Lava flowed out of the volcano, cooled, and hardened. In other
eruptions the magma was thick and sticky. Its gases burst out violently, carrying along sprays of molten rock. As it
blasted into the sky, the rock cooled and hardened. Some of it rained down as ash—tiny bits of rock. Some rained
down as pumice— frothy rock puffed up by gases.
Together the lava flows, ash, and pumice built a mountain with a bowl-shaped crater at its top. Mount St. Helens
grew to a height of 9,677 feet, so high that its peak was often hidden by clouds. Its big neighbors were built in the
same way. Mount St. Helens is part of the Cascade Range, a chain of volcanoes that runs from northern California
into British Columbia.

For well over a hundred years the volcano slept. Each spring, as winter snows melted, its slopes seemed to come
alive. Wildflowers bloomed in meadows. Bees gathered pollen and nectar. Birds fed, found mates, and built nests.
Bears lumbered out of their dens. Herds of elk and deer feasted on fresh green shoots. Thousands of people came
to hike, picnic, camp, fish, paint, bird-watch, or just enjoy the scenery. Logging crews felled tall trees and planted
seedlings.
These people knew that Mount St. Helens was a volcano, but they did not fear it. To them it was simply a green and
pleasant mountain where forests of firs stretched up the slopes and streams ran clear and cold.
The mountain did not seem so trustworthy to geologists, scientists who study the earth. They knew that Mount St.
Helens was dangerous. It was a young volcano and one of the most active in the Cascade Range. In 1975 two
geologists finished a study of the volcano's past eruptions. They predicted that Mount St. Helens would erupt again
within 100 years, perhaps before the year 2000.
The geologists were right. With the earthquake of March 20, 1980, Mount St. Helens woke from a sleep of 123
years.

Writing Prompt
Directions: Read the prompt and write a paragraph in response. Type your paragraph in the text box below.
Study the diagram of a volcano in the passage. Write a one-paragraph caption for the diagram to explain what it
shows. Be sure to use vocabulary words and information from the passage in your caption.

Name://///////////// Date://////////
Simple Past Tense:

The simple past tense form of a verb expresses action or state in the past (the action
already happened) and is formed by adding –ed to the base verb. Fan, fanned.
Say it! Write it! Repeat it!

They
stacked nicely.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
I
started first.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
supported the next one.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
He
swerved twice.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
She
switched books.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
It
tested for strength.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
We
trained the dog.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
You
all trapped a mouse.
//////////////////////////////
//////////////////////////////
They
used the whole case.
//////////////////////////////
www.PrintNPractice.com

–8–

Time:__________

Science Enrichment: Choose One Activity
Choose a science enrichment from the three choices below:
Choice 1: Research
Visit: https://worldbookonline.com/kids/home and click on
●
●

User: gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40

Look for articles and/or videos to answer one of the following questions.
4th-5th Grade:
●
●
●
●

How can energy be moved from place to place?
How can you use rock formations and fossils to explain changes in the landscape?
How can you identify matter based on its structure and properties?
How can you determine if two or more substances create a new substance?

Once you have your question:
1. Write down facts and connections that you have learned.
2. After you complete your research build a model, draw a picture, and/or write a summary.
3. Share what you learned with a friend or family member.
Choice 2: Science Project (Below are three options)
Visit https://worldbookonline.com/kids/home#scienceprojects (use login information from above)

Click on

Click on

Click on

Then on

Then on

Then on

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Read and/or listen to the article. Do
the experiment and write down your
observations and questions.

Choice 3: Mystery Science
Have you ever wondered why you’re always told to wash your hands well and cover your mouths when you
sneeze? How do germs get inside our bodies?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Write down your thinking.
Visit: https://mysteryscience.com/mini-lessons/germs
Listen to the video. Draw a picture that shows what you learned.
Reflect: What new questions do you have about how germs get inside your body? Write them down.

Social Studies Enrichment: Jamestown
Visit: Worldbookonline.com
User: Gesdworldbook
Password: GESD40
Search for Jamestown
https://www.worldbookonline.com/student-new/#/article/home/ar285320/jamestown

Read the article. On a separate sheet of paper, create a timeline describing
the major events throughout the 1600s.

Differentiation For Extensions, Advanced or Gifted Students 4-5
ENGINEERING
Build a Rocking Chair!
●
●
●

Must be at least 20 cm tall.
It must rock!
The seat must hold a bowl
of 20 pennies (or 20
identical small objects).

WORD GAMES

ART AND MUSIC

Pollution Solution!
*Create a crossword puzzle using
2 words in each line or column that
would help solve pollution.

Trash is Art!
*With parent permission, take
some items that would normally be
thrown in the trash and create a
sculpture.
*On a paper write the title of the
sculpture and the meaning behind
the sculpture.

Some example words:
*eliminate-plastic
*filter-smoke

Materials:
Craft sticks
Materials: Paper/Pencil
Paper clips
Rubber bands
Cardboard tubes
Cups
Straw
Craft foam
Foil
Toothpicks
Pipe cleaners
Paper
Tape
Bowls
Pennies (or other small identical
objects).
*Note: You can use any other safe
items in your household.
Questions:
Before-How can you determine
which materials to use to build
your mystery model?
During-How are you using your
chosen materials to provide strong
foundational support?
After-How could you change your
model to make it stronger, or how
would you make it different?
Challenge:
*Set a time limit to build.
*Build multiple models to see
which model is strongest and why
is it the strongest?

Materials:
Paper/Pencil/Trash Items

PROBLEM SOLVING

ARTICULATION AND
SCIENCE

WRITING

SOMETHING FISHY!
A Clownfish costs $3.60 to buy.
An Angelfish costs $5.80 to buy.
Laurie spends exactly $42 on
some Clownfish and Angelfish.
She buys at least 1 of each. How
many of each type of fish did she
buy?
Extension: What if she had spent
$52 on fish? How many of each
did she buy?
Materials: Paper/Pencil

The Leak-proof Pencil Bag

Write down exactly each step that you
do in a given day BACKWARDS.

Materials:

Start with what you do at the end of
the day and work each step prior to
the written step. In other words, start
with what you end with and work
backwards. The end of your paper
should read, I then got up from
sleeping.

*Very sharpened pencils
*Sandwich or quart size resealable plastic bag
*Water
*Pencil/Paper
1-Sharpen pencils until they are
very sharp.
2-Fill the plastic half full and then
seal the bag until closed.
Question: What will happen if I try
to push a pencil through the bag?
3-Here comes the scary part. Hold
the pencil in one hand and the top
of the bag in the other hand.
Believe it or not, you can push the
pencil right through one side of the
bag and halfway out the other side
without spilling a drop.

*Make sure you list at least 20 things
you did that day. If you don’t, think
about some things you missed. Try to
remember small things, for example,
napping, combing hair, getting
dressed, etc.

Write on a paper why you think
water doesn’t leak.

Materials: Paper/Pencil

For more ideas see:
www.stevespangler.com

Example:
*I went to bed.
*I brushed my teeth and washed my
face.
*I had a snack.
*I watched T.V.
……………………...and continue on.

Art Week 6
Choice 1
Recreate the cover of your favorite
book. Pretend you are the
illustrator and draw the cover the
way you imagine it.

Choice 2
Make some origami using the
attached directions. Remember,
you need to start with a square
piece of paper.

Choice 3
Zentangles! Play some calming
music or listen to the sound of
nature and draw complex patterns.
It will relax and clear your mind
while being creative.

Music/Band Week 6
Choice 1
Favorite song sing along. With
your parent’s permission, play
your favorite songs and sing loud
and proud.

Choice 2
Become a music composer and
create your own music at
https://www.classicsforkids.com
/music.html.

Choice 3
Now that you made your own
music, write some words to go
along with your song. You are a
star!

Physical Education Week 6
Choice 1
Make up a new dance move! You
can keep it simple and teach it to
your family members or create a
complex dance and surprise your
family with a concert.

Choice 2
Get a piece of paper and pencil
and look at the ingredients in 10
food items in the house. Write
down the name of the food item
and how many grams of sugar it
has. Circle the top three items
that have the highest amount of
sugar. Did any item surprise you
to how much sugar is in it? Is this
an item you eat often?

Choice 3
Create a path around your home
with a starting line and a finish
line. Ask a parent or caregiver to
provide you with a large cooking
spoon. Place a small ball on top of
the spoon. Walk quickly along
the path, trying not to drop the
ball. If you drop the ball, you need
to go back to the starting line. See
how quickly you can reach the
finish line without dropping the
ball.

Technology Week 6
Choice 1
Choice 2
Go to https://studio.code.org/flappy/1 to use code to Keep practicing your typing at www.typing.com.
create your own video game! Be sure to have parent You are going to be an expert typer!
permission before sharing your game.
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Vocabulary

Name

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

1. Read this sentence from Coyote School News.
My hand was still hurting this morning when Miss Byers did
Fingernail Inspection.
What does the word inspection mean in this sentence?
a close call

a close look

looked away

looked around

rejection

examination

2. What word is a synonym for inspection?
washing

cleaning

3. Read this sentence from Coyote School News.
Edelia read: “Edelia Ortiz has been promoted to Grade Two.”
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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What does the word promoted mean in this sentence?
prepared

postponed

denied

advanced

attracted

furthered

4. What word is an antonym of promoted?
retained

removed

5. Read this sentence from Coyote School News.
The Coyote News Writing Award goes to the student who had
contributed most to Coyote News by writing his own stories and by
helping others write theirs.
What does the word contributed mean in this sentence?
stored

opposed

supplied

suggested

complained

recommended

6. What word is a synonym of contributed?
donated

contained
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Reading Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the following text. Then answer the questions that follow.

Family Reunion

We had three graduations this year, two from middle school and one
from high school. So, big transitions will be coming to three of our family
members. I thought it might be fun if the older generation—that’s you,
moms and dads—would bring in some mementos of your high school
and college days to share. That means bring in yearbooks, pictures, report
cards, and anything else you have kept throughout the years. Now, don’t be
embarrassed with what you have from those times. We’ve all been there!
This is also a celebration of some very important birthdays. GreatGrandma Rosie is celebrating her 89th birthday, and Cousin Val’s triplets are
going to be four years old on the same day, which happens to be Labor Day
this year. We’re ordering a triple chocolate cake for the triplets, of course,
and GG Rosie gets her very own rose-covered birthday cake. Both will be
delicious, so you can take your pick!
One very important thing we will do at this year’s reunion is donate to
a local charity. Rather than donate money this year, the reunion planning
committee thought it would be a better idea to donate our time and
special skills. Mom, I know you love to bake. Maybe you can whip up
a homemade treat for the charity’s staff members and volunteers! Marty
is the eloquent speaker of the bunch. Marty, would you be interested in
reading to the children that the charity serves? Oh! How about if Natalie
lends her artistic skills to the charity and sets up an arts and crafts table for
the children? These are just a few ideas. We can confirm volunteer roles at
the reunion.
122 Unit 4 • Module A • Selection Test 21
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Hello everyone! I hope you are all doing well. I thought I might review
plans for the family reunion picnic coming up this year on Labor Day
Weekend. I know we usually have the reunion during the summer, but this
year we’re going to try something new. This family reunion will be all about
changes that are worthy of an early celebration!

UNIT 4 • Module A • Coyote School News

Well, mark your calendars and get ready for a fun time! We’ve got a lot to
celebrate this year. Let’s all show up and show our family pride!
Randy

Directions: Read each question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

7. To whom is Randy writing the letter?
Val
his family
the triplets
Great-Grandma Rosie
8. What big event is Randy talking about in his letter?
his birthday
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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his graduation
the family reunion
Val’s first day of school
9. Why will there be two cakes at the celebration?
GG Rosie wants two cakes.
There is more than one birthday.
Randy’s mom likes to bake cakes.
There is one cake for each triplet.
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10. Why is the reunion taking place near Labor Day?
It is the best day for a family reunion.
The weather is warmer on Labor Day.
It is the only day the whole family could meet.
There are big changes happening in the family.
11. How does Randy feel about his family?
He is distant from his family.
He likes to boss them around.
He enjoys being around them.
He doesn’t listen to his family.
12. What special thing does Randy want his relatives to do?
Donate time and skill to a charity.
Buy the triplets a birthday present.
Buy a special gift for GG’s 89th birthday.
13. What does the word mementos mean in paragraph 2?
things that are easily replaceable
things that are unique and hard to find
things that help you forget a time or an event
things that help you remember a time or an event
14. How is this passage presented?
as a song
as a letter
as a poem
as a scene from a play
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Attend the upcoming graduations.
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Language Analysis

Name

Directions: Read the question. Then fill in the bubble next to the best answer.

15. Read these sentences from Coyote School News.
The boys in the Ramírez family know how to ride and rope. We are
a family of vaqueros (bah-CARE-rose). In the fall and spring we
roundup on our ranch.
Based on context clues, what is the meaning of the Spanish word vaqueros?
horses

miners

cowboys

gardeners

Word Analysis
Copyright © by Savvas Learning Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Directions: Read each question, and choose the correct English word that
originated from the German language. Write the word.

hamster, waltz,

bagel,

knapsack, kindergarten

16. Which word means the grade before first grade?

kindergarten

17. Which word is a bread roll in the shape of
a ring?

bagel

18. Which word is a synonym for backpack?

knapsack

19. Which word is the name of a small
household pet?

hamster

20. Which word is the name of a slow dance?

waltz
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